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Unit 1: Matter
Key Ideas:




1.1: Measure, compare and record physical
properties of objects using:
*Standard(metric) and nonstandard units
*Appropriate tools

1.2: Describe and compare the physical
properties of matter ( size, shape,
mass/weight, volume, color, texture, odor,
etc.)
Unit Overview
There are different tools to measure length,
volume of a liquid or a solid. A
thermometer measures temperature. A pan
balance measures mass. A spring scale
measures forces. A standard measure is an
accepted measurement. Scientists use the
International System of measurements. It is
called the metric system.
What is matter? Everything that takes up
space is matter. Matter not only takes up
space but also has mass. Mass is the amount
of matter something contains. There are
physical properties of matter. You use your
senses to detect physical properties. You
can tell one object from another by their
physical properties.
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Unit 1: Matter
Essential Question: What are some of the
properties of matter?
Key Idea 1.1: Measure, compare and record
physical properties of objects using:
*Standard(metric) and nonstandard units
*Appropriate tools
Scientific Terms: 1. property 2. mass
Content:
Scientists throughout the world use the
same measuring systems so they can
understand each other’s experiments.

*
*
*
*
*
*

6 tools you might use in a classroom
experiment:
* metric ruler: to find height, length, width
* spring scale: to find weight
* pan balance: to find mass
* Fahrenheit(F) and Celsius (C)
thermometers: to find temperatures
* graduated cylinders and measuring cups:
to find volume
* beakers:
thermometer
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measuring cup

pan balance

metric ruler

Scientists plot their data (the information
gathered from their observations) on graphs.
Graphing the data helps to show patterns.
Finding patterns helps scientists interpret, or
understand, their data.
Scientists keep journals to record
observations, the materials they used in the
experiment and the steps they followed. The
recorded information helps the other
scientists repeat the experiment, so they can
check the results themselves.
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Review:
0.
1.
2.
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Why do scientists around the world
use the same measuring systems?
What are six tools you might use in
a classroom experiment?
What do graphs help to show about
data?
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Unit 1: Matter
Essential Question: What are some of the
properties of matter?



Key Idea 1.2: Describe and compare the
physical properties of matter (size, shape,
mass/weight, volume, color, texture, odor,
etc.)
Scientific Terms: 1. matter
Content:
Property: A property is what can be
observed about an object. Size, shape, color,
hardness, taste and weight are properties of
an object.

What is matter? Everything that takes up
space and has mass is matter. Matter is
made up of particles that have properties
that can be observed through our senses.
This includes you, your clothes and the
sidewalk under you. Just about everything is
matter. If you can taste, smell, or touch
something, it is matter. Even a breeze is
matter because air takes up space. You
prove that when you blow up a balloon. The
air you blow into the balloon pushes out its
sides. The air inside the balloon takes up
space.
What is not matter? Heat, light, and ideas
are examples of things that are not matter.
Even thought they exist, they don’t take up
any space.
What is mass? Matter not only takes up
space but also has mass. Mass is the amount
of matter something contains. Mass is
measured with a balance. Mass is measured
in grams. The more mass it has, the heavier
it is. The mass of an object is one of its
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physical properties. Other physical
properties include an object’s look and
texture.
Volume: It is the amount of space that
matter takes up.
Color, shape, and texture: You use your
senses to detect these physical properties.
Length, width, volume, size, shape, mass or
weight, and temperature are also properties
that help us describe an object.
Properties of an orange:
* bumpy texture, feels soft – when you
touch it
* round or spherical, an orange color –
when you look at it
* hear a crisp, ripping sound – when you
peel it
* smells like an orange – when you smell it
*tastes sweet or sour – when you taste it
Review:
1. What is matter? Give three
examples.
2. What is mass? Name one object with
a lot of mass and one with little
mass.
3. What physical properties could you
use to describe a banana, a desk?
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Answer Key
Unit 1:
1.1
1. Scientists throughout the world use
the same measuring systems so they
can understand each other’s
experiments.
2. The six tools are: metric ruler, spring
scale, pan balance, Fahrenheit and
Celsius thermometers, graduated
cylinders and measuring cups, and
beakers.
3. Graphing the data helps to show
patterns. Finding patterns helps
scientists interpret, or understand,
their data.
1.2
1. Everything that takes up space and
has mass is matter. Matter can be
observed through our senses. If you
can taste, smell, or touch something,
it is matter. Your clothes, a breeze,
and the sidewalk under you, are
examples of matter.
2. Matter takes up space and has mass.
Mass is the amount of matter
something contains. Mass is
measured with a balance, in grams.
The more mass something has, the
heavier it is. A golf ball has more
mass; a table tennis ball has little
mass.
3. A banana: When you touch itsmooth texture; when you look at itlong and yellow; when you smell itsmells like a banana; when you taste
it- tastes sweet and soft.
A desk: When you touch it- it’s cool,
hard but flat and smooth; when you
look at it- it has different shapes,
some high and some low; when you
push it- it has some weight.
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